Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. painter, weight, basic, tasty, operator
   __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  ________________

2. enter, maintain, phrase, painful, eighth
   __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  ________________

3. drain, change, crazy, danger, activity

4. frame, ranger, faint, famous, radio
   __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  ________________

5. spend, steak, skater, shape, space
   __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  __________________,  ________________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. painter, weight, basic, tasty, operator
   
   basic, operator, painter, tasty, weight

2. enter, maintain, phrase, painful, eighth
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